
Theme - Madurai

MOVIE MAKING - QUALITY EDUCATION 
Be�erments and new ideas which can improve educa�on system 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN - DESIGN A SURVIVAL KIT FOR PEOPLE IN CASE OF A NATURAL DISASTER
The number of natural disasters in the world has been increasing over the years, yet we do not 
have effec�ve and adapted solu�ons for everyone. 

Brief- Design a survival kit for people in case of a natural disaster. This kit will be manufactured by 
the government and supplied to all housing establishments. Think of where this kit will be placed, 
what it will contain and how will it be used.

Deliverables-
Ÿ A concept drawing explaining the working of your idea
Ÿ Explana�on of how people will use your solu�on
Ÿ A before and a�er scenario which highlights the USP of your solu�on

GRAPHIC DESIGN - CREATE A POSTER ON MAINTAINING HISTORICAL SITES IN THE CITY 

Create a poster to make people understand the importance of maintaining historical sites in the 
city.India has sixth largest number of heritage sites in the world, and is known for its history and 
beauty. S�ll we see many historical sites poorly maintained and dirty. 

Deliverables-
Ÿ One sheet showcasing your explora�ons
Ÿ A short concept note explaining your design   

APP DESIGN - HEALTH AND HYGIENE

Health and hygiene are important to lead a successful life. Create an app that addresses one or 
more issues with health & hygiene and offers support to people in need during a medical 
emergency, such as outbreak of diseases.

GAME  DESIGN - CHAIN REACTION
Chain reac�on means a series of events, each caused by the previous one, design a game that 
depicts the same ideology 

SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, MOVIE MAKING & 
APP DESIGN -  19th August 2019 
*Not applicable for Game Design  

 Kindly refer project submission guidelines men�oned on our website

Guidelines 
Ÿ Parking Facility is not available inside the School
Ÿ Entry will be given at the Venue a�er 9:30 am, Students are expected to reach on �me
Ÿ Compe��on will start at 10:00 am sharp
Ÿ It is mandatory for Students to carry their School ID Card
Ÿ All Teams are required to carry their own laptop 
Ÿ No team will be provided any hardware or so�ware at the venue
Ÿ Students are advised to bring their own Lunch Boxes (Carry some dry snacks along with your Lunch Box)
Ÿ Students will be allowed to consume lunch at a given �me slot only in the Cafeteria
Ÿ Teams should maintain discipline at the compe��on venue 
Ÿ It's an Open Compe��on Pla�orm, Teams can use any So�ware to build their respec�ve game  
Ÿ On the same day results will be announced & Prizes will be distributed
Ÿ Teams are not allowed to leave the compe��on venue at any point of �me without informing 

the Organizing team

For More Details -       www.designchampionship.in |      022 4201 8000  
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